Use the word **a** before nouns or adjectives that begin with a consonant sound.

I saw **a** robin's nest on my window sill.

Use the word **an** before nouns or adjectives that begin with a vowel sound.

There was **an** egg in the nest.

First, circle the article in each sentence. Then tell whether the article sentence is correct or incorrect. If the sentence is correct, write “correct” on the line. If it's incorrect, re-write it correctly.

4. May I have a ice cube for my drink?

5. Martin saw a white owl in the tree.

6. Grandma took a airplane to Arizona.

7. My sister unwrapped a birthday gift.
Use the word **a** before nouns or adjectives that begin with a consonant sound.

I saw a robin's nest on my window sill.

**Articles: a and an**

Use the word **an** before nouns or adjectives that begin with a vowel sound.

There was an egg in the nest.

1. I bought **an** orange shirt today.
2. We saw **an** alligator over there.
3. Cara sent **an** text message to Robert.
4. May I have **an** ice cube for my drink?
5. Martin saw **a** white owl in the tree.
6. Grandma took **an** airplane to Arizona.
7. My sister unwrapped **a** birthday gift.
   
   **correct**